INTRODUCTION

Our visual system relies on prior experiences to derive behaviorally relevant interpretations from sensory information (Helmholtz 1867). One well-studied, experience-related brain process is the reduction of neuronal responses during repetitions of the same or similar stimuli (see Barron et al. 2016 for review). On the level of cortical neurons, this aspect of visual processing that underpins visual adaptation.

V1 microcircuit dynamics: altered signal propagation suggests intracortical origins for adaptation in response to visual repetition

Westerberg JA, Cox MA, Dougherty K, Maier A. V1 microcircuit dynamics: altered signal propagation suggests intracortical origins for adaptation in response to visual repetition. J Neurophysiol 121: 1938–1952, 2019. First published March 27, 2019; doi:10.1152/jn.00113.2019.—Repetitive visual stimulation profoundly changes sensory processing in the primary visual cortex (V1). We show how the associated adaptive changes are linked to an altered flow of synaptic activation across the V1 laminar microcircuit. Using repeated visual stimulation, we recorded layer-specific responses in V1 of two fixating monkeys. We found that repetition-related spiking suppression was most pronounced outside granular V1 layers that receive the main retinogeniculate input. This repetition-related response suppression was robust to alternating stimuli between the eyes, in line with the notion that repetition-related adaptation is predominantly of cortical origin. Most importantly, current source density (CSD) analysis, which provides an estimate of local net depolarization, revealed that synaptic processing during repeated stimulation was most profoundly affected within supragranular layers, which harbor the bulk of cortico-cortical connections. Direct comparison of the temporal evolution of laminar CSD and spiking activity showed that stimulus repetition first affected supragranular synaptic currents, which translated into a reduction of stimulus-evoked spiking across layers. Together, these results suggest that repetition induces an altered state of intracortical processing that underpins visual adaptation.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY

Our survival depends on our brains rapidly adapting to ever changing environments. A well-studied form of adaptation occurs whenever we encounter the same or similar stimuli repeatedly. We show that this repetition-related adaptation is supported by systematic changes in the flow of sensory activation across the laminar cortical microcircuitry of primary visual cortex. These results demonstrate how adaptation impacts neuronal interactions across cortical circuits. Sensory Processing

RESEARCH ARTICLE

On the level of cortical neurons, this aspect of visual adaptation is commonly referred to as repetition suppression and is observed across many visual areas (Baylis and Rolls 1987; Kaliukhovich and Vogels 2014; Kobatake and Tanaka 1994; Li et al. 1993; Liu et al. 2009; McMahon and Olson 2007; Miller et al. 1991, 1993; Miller and Desimone 1994; Riches et al. 1991; Sawamura et al. 2006; Sobotka and Ringo 1994, 1996). Repetition suppression occurs even if the repeating stimuli are not identical (Liu et al. 2009), although the magnitude of suppression gradually falls off with decreasing stimulus similarity (Sobotka and Ringo 1994). Thus repetition suppression consists of both a stimulus-specific as well as a generalized adaptive component (Kohn 2007) that occurs under a wide variety of circumstances (Riches et al. 1991). This generalized component is of particular interest because it broadly affects cortical areas regardless of their respective response preferences (Sawamura et al. 2006).

The neuronal origins of visual adaptation are thought to originate in the primary visual cortex, or V1 (Kohn 2007), from which it spreads to other areas (King et al. 2016). However, V1 neurons do not form a homogenous entity. Instead, V1 harbors an intricate neural circuit that spatially separates the bulk of sensory inputs from the bulk of intracortical processing into different laminae (Anderson and Martin 2009; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Garey and Powell 1971; Glickstein et al. 1967; Markov et al. 2014; Mignard and Malpeli 1991; Rockland and Pandya 1979; Rockland and Virga 1989). How repetition suppression arises within this laminar circuit is largely unknown. Specifically, although it is clear that stimulus repetition differentially affects both spiking activity and neuronal synchrony across V1 layers (Hansen and Dragoi 2011), in which layers these adaptive processes originate remains an open question.

In this study, we directly compared adaptive changes between synaptic inputs and spiking outputs to trace the primary site of adaptive modulation within V1’s laminar microcircuit. As expected, we found that stimulus repetitions yielded reduced firing rates across all V1 layers. This repetition suppression was largest in supragranular layers (layers 2/3). Current source density (CSD) analysis, which provides an estimate of local net depolarization, revealed that the largest decrease in synaptic activity following stimulus repetition was located in the supragranular layers as well. Direct comparison between the temporal evolution of CSD and single-unit spiking showed that significant repetition-induced activity changes first emer-
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ged in supragranular CSD. This adaptation of CSD preceded any significant reductions in spiking. Stimulating one eye and testing for repetition in the other yielded a similar adaptive response, despite the fact that different populations of upstream neurons were activated by the stimuli. These results suggest that the primary origin of repetition-related response adaptation in V1 is linked to intracortical processing within its supragranular layers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal care and surgical procedures. Two adult monkeys (Macaca radiata), one female (monkey I34) and one male (monkey E48) were used in this study. All procedures were in compliance with regulations set by the Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, approved by Vanderbilt University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, and followed National Institutes of Health guidelines. In a series of surgeries, each monkey was implanted with a custom-designed MRI-compatible head post and a plastic recording chamber (Crist Instrument) situated over dorsal striate cortex, posterior to the lunate sulcus (V1). All surgeries were performed under sterile surgical conditions using isoflurane anesthesia (1.5–2.0%), following induction with an intramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg). Vital signs, including blood pressure, heart rate, pulse O2 saturation, CO2, respiratory rate, and body temperature, were monitored continuously. During surgery, the head post and recording chamber were attached to the skull using transcranial ceramic screws (Thomas Recording) and self-curing denture acrylic (Lang Dental). Furthermore, a craniotomy was performed over the perifoveal visual field representation of V1, concurrent with the position of the recording chamber. Each monkey was monitored for analgesics and antibiotics for postsurgical care.

Behavioral task and visual stimulation. Monkeys passively fixated within a 1° radius around a central fixation dot. All stimuli were presented with a 20-in. cathode ray tube monitor (Diamond Plus 2020u; Mitsubishi Electric) operating at 60 or 85 Hz. We used a custom mirror stereoscope so that stimuli could be presented to either eye using either the left or the ride side of the monitor (Fig. 1A). Stimuli were generated using MonkeyLogic (Asaad and Eskandar 2020u; Mitsubishi Electric) operating at 60 or 85 Hz. We used a custom mirror stereoscope so that stimuli could be presented to either eye using either the left or the ride side of the monitor (Fig. 1A). Stimuli were generated using MonkeyLogic (Asaad and Eskandar 2008) for MATLAB (versions R2012, R2014a; The MathWorks).

After a 300-ms fixation period, a sequence of five static, sinusoidal stimuli of equivalent size, spatial frequency, and phase with variable orientation (randomly chosen, 0–175° offset from vertical) were presented while the monkey maintained fixation (Fig. 1, B–C). Although identical stimuli sometimes repeated due to the randomness of the stimulus selection, we restrict the focus of this study to the adaptive effects of stimulus repetition that occur regardless of specific stimulus orientation. Aside from orientation, we selected stimulus parameters that evoked the largest overall response, although none of these parameters were optimized for individual neurons. Selection of exact values for the stimulus parameters as well as spatial location of the stimuli (Fig. 1D) was evaluated by listening to the auditory multunit activity (MUA) to a wider variety of stimuli across several randomly chosen electrode contacts (0.5–3 cycles/deg at 2–7 degrees of visual angle eccentricity). In the “short” stimulation duration condition, each stimulus in the sequence was presented for 200 ms. In the “long” stimulation duration condition, each stimulus was presented for 500 ms. Both conditions featured a 200-ms interstimulus interval (ISI) between each stimulus. Following 200 ms after the last stimulus of each sequence, the monkey was relieved from the constraint of fixation and received a juice reward. If at any point during the trial (i.e., stimulus sequence) the monkey broke fixation or blinked, the trial was aborted and the monkey experienced a short (1–5 s) timeout before starting the next trial.

Neurophysiological procedure. Broadband (0.5 Hz to 12.207 kHz) intracranial voltage fluctuations were recorded across 61 experimental sessions inside an electromagnetic radiofrequency-shielded booth with an acute laminar multielectrode array. Voltages were amplified, filtered, and digitized using the 128-channel Cerebus neural signal processing system (Blackrock Microsystems). Two different laminar probes were used (U-Probe, Plexon; Vector Array, NeuroNexus). The laminar probes consisted of either 24 or 32 active microelectrodes, linearly spaced 0.1 mm apart, with impedances ranging 0.2–0.8 MΩ at 1 kHz. The probes were connected to the Cerebus amplifier using an analog head stage (Blackrock Microsystems), with the shank of the probe used as the reference. Each recording session, one or two laminar probes were introduced into dorsal V1 through the intact dura mater using a chamber-mounted microdrive (a custom-designed modification of a Narishige International micromanipulator) and adjusted in the z-plane until the majority of microelectrode contacts spanned the entire cortical thickness, from the subdural space to the white matter. Placement of the electrode relative to the cortical laminae was verified using previously established neurophysiological criteria (e.g., CSD profile, local field potential (LFP) correlations, power spectral density), as described below. Gaze position was recorded at 1 kHz (NIDAQ PCI-6229, National Instruments) using an infrared light-sensitive camera and commercially available eye tracking software (EyeLink II, SR Research; iView, SensoMotoric Instruments). All trials were separated by an artificial 1° radius around the fixation spot were excluded from analysis. LFPs were extracted from the broadband signal using a low-pass, fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 500 Hz. Single-unit spiking activity was sorted offline using the KiloSort toolbox (Pachitariu et al. 2016) for MATLAB (version R2016b). Visual inspection of the mean and variance of the isolated spike waveforms suggests that KiloSort spike isolation is on par with or even surpasses conventional cluster-based spike sorters (see Pachitariu et al. 2016). We used the KiloSort default parameters for sorting and cluster merging and confirmed that single units did not produce spikes within a 1-ms refractory period.

Laminar alignment. CSD analyses of visual responses to brief visual stimulation have been shown to reliably indicate the location of the primary geniculate input to V1 (to granular layer 4C, or L4) as a distinct current sink that is thought to reflect the initial retinogeniculate volley of activation’s combined excitatory postsynaptic potentials (Mitzdorf and Singer 1979; Schroeder et al. 1998). To derive CSD from the LFP, we computed an estimate of the second spatial derivative appropriate for multiple contact points using the following formula (Nicholson and Freeman 1975):

\[
\text{CSD}(t, c) = \frac{x(t, c - z) + x(t, c + z) - 2x(t, c)}{z^2},
\]

where \(x\) is the extracellular voltage at time \(t\) measured at an electrode contact at position \(c\), and \(z\) is the inter-contact distance of the electrode array. The resulting CSD from the formula above was multiplied by 0.4 S/mm as an estimate of the electric conductivity of cortex (Logothetis et al. 2007) to obtain current per unit volume. We restricted our data to measurements within the cortical gray matter by eliminating channels at the top and the bottom of the electrode array that were void of any MUA visual response (see Cox et al. 2019 for details). For display purposes, we created two-dimensional representations of CSD as a function of time and space by interpolating CSD between adjacent electrode contacts, followed by smoothing with a two-dimensional Gaussian filter (c = 0.1 mm and 15 ms) (Pettersen et al. 2006). Microelectrode contacts were determined to be located in the granular layer on the basis of the initial sink of a flashed-evoked CSD (see Cox et al. 2019; Cox et al. in press; Dougherty et al. 2017, 2019; Maier et al. 2010; Maier 2013; Ninomiya et al. 2015 for details). Infragranular laminar compartment locations were determined online by the position of the initial sink in response to a flashed stimulus and corroborated by additional neurophysiological criteria such as characteristic patterns of LFP power spectral density (Bastos et al. 2018; van Kerkoerle et al. 2014), signal correlations of the LFP between all channel combinations (Sotero et al. 2015), and the latency (Self et al. 2019).
2013) of stimulus-evoked MUA responses (Fig. 1; see Maier et al.
2010 for details). The supragranular to granular boundary was set to
0.5 mm above the granular-to-infragranular boundary.

Receptive field mapping. Once satisfactory electrode placement
was achieved, we used a reverse correlation-like technique to map the
receptive fields of the single units under study. We first estimated the
receptive field location from the audible MUA response to bars and
gratings that were moved across the screen while the animals fixated
for juice reward. We then had the animals fixate while a series of
circular static random noise patches were displayed at pseudorandom-
ized locations within a predetermined virtual grid that covered the
estimated receptive field. Up to five stimuli were shown per trial, for
200 ms each with 200-ms blank periods interleaved. Stimulus size and
grid spread varied depending on receptive field estimates, with each
recording session typically including an initial “coarse” followed by a
“fine” mapping phase of decreasing grid size. We used the resulting
neurophysiological data to compute retinotopic three-dimensional
receptive field matrices (RFMs) (Cox et al. 2013) to derive spatial
maps of neuronal responses as a function of visual space. Briefly, for
each stimulus presentation, the evoked neuronal response [either
MUA or single-unit activity (SUA) from each microelectrode contact]
was averaged over time and converted to a $z$ score to produce a single
scalar value for each trial. The portion of virtual grid corresponding to the stimulus location was then filled with that value, producing a three-dimensional matrix consisting of one dimension for vertical visual space, one dimension for horizontal visual space, and one dimension for stimulus presentations. The third dimension was then collapsed via averaging, producing a spatial map of each unit’s retinotopic response. Sessions where receptive fields did not overlap across all electrode channels were eliminated from analysis.

To optimally stimulate isolated neurons, we followed the receptive field mapping procedure by an automated estimation of size and spatial frequency tuning. This procedure resembled the receptive field mapping paradigm, in that five stimulis were presented in sequence while the monkeys fixated. However, instead of changing the position of the stimulis, we kept them constant, centered over the previously established receptive field area, while we randomly varied the size or spatial frequency of each of the presented gratings. The data were then analyzed using custom-written MATLAB scripts. The stimulus size and spatial frequency that evoked the maximal response were then used in the task described in Behavioral task and visual stimulation.

Analysis of single-unit spiking activity. All analyses of SUA were performed using custom-written scripts in MATLAB. Trials with exceeding electrical noise or motion artifacts were excluded using the generalized extreme studentized deviate (ESD) correction (Rosner 1983) at the unit level by computing

\[ R_i = \frac{\text{max} \{x_i - \bar{x}\}}{s} \]

and

\[ \lambda_i = \frac{(n - i)\lambda_{i-1}}{(n - i - 1 + \lambda_{i-1})(n - i - 1)} \]

where the number of outliers for a given unit is the largest i, up to a preset maximum number of outliers r, such that \( R_i \), the computed extreme studentized deviate, is larger than the computed critical value, \( \lambda_i \). n is the number of trials, s is the standard deviation of the maximum values of each trial, x is the maximum value of the trials, \( \lambda_{i, v} \) is the value of the t distribution with v degrees of freedom (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)), and

\[ p = 1 - \frac{\alpha}{2(n - i + 1)} \]

Spiking data were convolved using a Poisson distribution resembling a postsynaptic potential, because that has been shown to be a useful estimation of the downstream effect of a single-unit’s spiking activity (Thompson et al. 1996). Spike rate (R) is computed at time t where

\[ R(t) = \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_i} \right) \right] \times \left[ \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_d} \right) \right] \]

such that \( \tau_i \) and \( \tau_d \) are the time constants for growth and decay, respectively. Data from previous studies suggest values of 1 and 20 ms as valid for \( \tau_i \) and \( \tau_d \), respectively (Kim and Connors 1993; Mason et al. 1991; Sayer et al. 1990; Thomson et al. 1993a, 1993b).

For investigation of within-unit conditional changes (e.g., initial to repetition conditions), the convolved spiking data was analyzed using a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) (Green and Swets 1966). Conditional differences were quantified by taking the average spiking rate of each unit between 40 ms post-stimulus onset to stimulus offset for each repetition. These average values then served as the parameter \( \lambda \) to generate Poisson processes across values \( k \) of the distribution:

\[ F(k, \lambda) = \frac{\lambda^k e^{-\lambda}}{k!} \]

For each condition, \( k \) values from the Poisson distributions were used to generate ROC curves, where \( k \) was the number of trials for whichever of the two conditions in which we recorded fewer trials. The area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC curve, sampled at 100 points equally spaced between the minimum and maximum values taken from the Poisson distributions, was then compared with AUC values derived from random Poisson distributions whose \( \lambda \) values were randomized averages chosen from a combined sample that consisted of both conditions. This procedure was bootstrapped 1,000 times to determine whether the difference between the conditions was significant. Significance was reached if the original value of the area under the ROC curve was outside the 95% confidence interval of the bootstrapped values.

Units with no significant response to visual stimulation, determined by performing a paired-samples t-test (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) on the mean baseline activity on each trial and the mean activity during the epoch of visual stimulation (40 ms post-stimulus onset to stimulus offset), were excluded from analysis. Additionally, units whose average firing rate in response to visual stimulation did not exceed 5 spikes/s were excluded from analysis.

SUA was made comparable across individual units with differing average spike rates by normalizing their responses at the unit level:

\[ z_i = \frac{x_i - \text{mean}(x_i)}{\text{max}(x) - \text{mean}(x_i)} \]

where \( x_i \) is the averaged data for all stimulus orientations in each set at time t and \( x_p \) is the averaged data restricted to the baseline epoch. The baseline epoch was defined as the 100-ms interval of passive fixation leading to the onset of the stimulus. The maximum response was defined as the maximum value that a single unit achieved across all presentations during the stimulation epoch. \( z_i \) is the resultant normalized value at time point t.

Statistical tests were performed at the unit level using two-tailed, paired-samples t-tests (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) and adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for false discovery rate (FDR) at \( \alpha = 0.05 \) (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995).

To determine the latency of neuronal responses, each unit was tested by computing paired-samples t-tests (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) of the convolved neural signal at each recorded time point against the baseline (prestimulation) epoch on each trial. The point at which the response deviated significantly from the baseline for five sequential samples was found to be the latency of that response. The mean latency was taken for each unit. The mean of these values for all units was taken to obtain the population average.

Tests for ocularity. We used a custom-designed mirror stereoscope (see Cox et al. 2019; Cox et al. in press; Dougherty et al. 2019) to evoke neuronal responses specific to each eye. For any given stimulus presentation, the stimulus could be presented to either the left eye or the right eye, or to both eyes simultaneously. We used the neuronal responses to monocular stimulation to compute an ocularity index for each unit that quantifies their selectivity for one versus the other eye. Similarly to recent work on ocular dominance in V1 (Romero et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2005), we computed a quantitative ocularity index (OCI) using a Michelson contrast (Michelson 1927) to compare single-unit responses between stimulus presentations to the left and right eyes:

\[ OCI_i = \frac{\left| \text{mean}(x_{i,L}) - \text{mean}(x_{i,R}) \right|}{\left| \text{mean}(x_{i,L}) + \text{mean}(x_{i,R}) \right|} \]

where the ocularity index for unit i (OCI) was defined as the absolute value of the difference between the mean response \( x \) for unit i on trials where the stimulus was monocularly presented to the left eye (\( x_{i,L} \)) and when the stimulus was presented monocularly to the right eye (\( x_{i,R} \)), divided by the sum of those two responses.

To derive the average stimulus responses, we computed the mean spike rate between 40 ms post-stimulus onset to stimulus offset. We defined units with an OCI > 0.6 as “monocular” units, whereas units with an OCI < 0.4 were defined as “binocular” units.
Anatomical MRI. Animals were anesthetized using the same procedure as outlined under Animal care and surgical procedures. Anesthetized animals were then placed inside a Philips Achieva 7T MRI scanner (Koninklijke Philips) at the Vanderbilt University Institute of Imaging Science and remained anesthetized throughout the duration of the scan. Vital signs were monitored continuously. T1-weighted three-dimensional MPRAGE scans were acquired with a 32-channel head coil equipped for SENSE imaging. Images were acquired using a 0.5-mm isotropic voxel resolution with the following parameters: repetition time 5 s, echo time 2.5 ms, and flip angle 7°.

**RESULTS**

Adaptation of neural circuits is an area of active research (Kar and Krekelberg 2016; Quiroga et al. 2016). We were curious about the general effect of repetition-induced sensory adaptation on the primate primary visual pathway. Specifically, we were eager to determine the primary site of cortical adaptation within the columnar microcircuit of visual cortex. We devised a stimulation sequence consisting of five consecutive stimulus repetitions where stimulus location and size was held constant while stimulus identity was variable. Each stimulus consisted of a static sine-wave grating of fixed contrast, phase, and spatial frequency, but varying orientation. Each grating was presented for 200 ms, followed by a 200-ms ISI (Fig. 1, A–D). Two monkeys were trained to perform this task (N = 48 sessions in monkey E48, N = 13 in monkey I34). Following successful cortical penetration with a linear multielectrode array and careful laminar alignment (see MATERIALS AND METHODS and Fig. 1, E–I), we recorded visual responses across all layers. Visual stimuli always spanned the combined receptive fields of the recorded neurons (see MATERIALS AND METHODS).

**V1 spiking suppression during repetitive visual stimulation.** We first characterized the adaptation-related changes of spiking activity across V1 layers. Across all recording sessions in both animals, we collected the responses of 278 single units (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). We sampled units from the upper (supragranular, n = 110), middle (granular layer, 4C n = 112), and lower (infragranular, n = 56) layers.

We first examined laminar SUA across consecutive stimulus presentations, irrespective of stimulus orientation or stimulated eye (see below for a detailed analysis of each of these parameters in isolation). This comparison revealed a general response reduction to repeated visual stimuli across all V1 layers, which affected both the initial transient as well as the sustained phase of the visual response (Fig. 2). The largest repetition-induced decrease in spiking occurred immediately following the first stimulus repetition, with smaller spike rate decrements for subsequent presentations (see Fig. 2D for statistics).

Collapsing the neuronal population responses across time, we found that all stimulus repetitions evoked significantly
smaller responses than the initial presentation in both granular layer and supragranular layers (Fig. 3). Repetition-induced spiking decreases were also observed in the infragranular layers, where they approached significance (Fig. 3, A and B; paired-samples t-test, corrected with FDR at \( \alpha = 0.05 \)). Comparing population responses for the second through fourth presentations using the same technique, we found significant differences between the second and third presentations in the supragranular layers only (Fig. 3A, top). These results suggest that although generalized adaptation to repeated stimuli affects neurons across all layers of V1, it is most pronounced in the superficial layers and remains more or less constant after stimuli have been repeated one or two times.

As a next step, we moved beyond the level of population averages and compared each recorded neuron’s response between the initial and the fourth presentations. This analysis revealed that the majority of neurons in all layers exhibited repetition suppression (Fig. 3B). Statistical comparison revealed that the median magnitude of suppression for neurons in the supragranular layers was significantly larger than that in granular layer 4C (paired-samples t-test, \( \alpha = 0.05 \)), whereas suppression for all other laminar comparisons was not significant. The magnitude of this repetition suppression was largely independent of individual differences in baseline or maximum firing rates (Fig. 3, C and D) and also was not affected by microsaccade rate (Fig. 3E).

Last, we tested for statistical significance of repetition suppression on the single-neuron level by comparing the observed responses to artificially created Poisson-distributed random spike trains (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). This approach pro-
vides a more accurate estimate of observed spike rate differences than statistical techniques based on normal distributions (Thompson et al. 1996). We found that, across all laminar compartments, the majority of neurons showed a significant decrease in spiking, with a handful of neurons showing significant spiking increases when the stimulus was repeated (Fig. 4).

Importantly, extending the stimulation period from 200 to 500 ms (while keeping the ISI constant at 200 ms) yielded a qualitatively similar pattern of repetition suppression across V1 layers (Fig. 5). This result suggests that the spiking suppression described above is not specific to the timing parameters of our main paradigm but applies to stimulus repetitions more generally.

Current source density indicates reduced synaptic activity during repeated stimulation. As described above, the laminar profile of single-unit spiking revealed that the layers harboring the bulk of cortico-cortical connections (supragranular V1) showed the greatest effect of adaptation. Although this finding hints at a supragranular origin of cortical adaptation, evaluation of synaptic currents is necessary to understand exactly where these changes initially take place. Therefore, we next computed the laminar CSD, which provides a quantitative measure of volume-averaged transsynaptic current flow in the form of spatially circumscribed current sinks and sources (Mitzdorf 1985; Schroeder et al. 1998). In general, current sinks are linked to net depolarization, whereas current sources are linked to passive return currents (Mitzdorf 1987).

Figure 6 shows the grand average laminar CSD as a function of time across all stimulus repetitions. The initial current sink in V1 granular layer 4C following onset of visual stimulation is indicative of retinogeniculate synaptic activation (Godlove et al. 2014; Maier 2013; Mitzdorf 1987; Schroeder et al. 1998; van Kerkoerle et al. 2014). The subsequent current sinks in extragranular layers are believed to reflect net depolarization due to cortico-cortical processing (Cox et al. 2019; Douglas et al. 1988; van Kerkoerle et al. 2014). Current sources are also shown in Fig. 6. Comparison of the laminar CSD profile for the first 25 trials (Fig. 6, left) with the average CSD profile for the last 25 trials of each experiment (middle) reveals that the location of the sinks remained constant, suggesting that there was little to no electrode movement over the course of the experiment. Confirming that there was no relative movement of the electrode and the neural tissue is important because it allows us to directly compare the magnitude of CSD responses between stimulation conditions.

Figure 7A shows the average CSD response to each stimulus repetition for the supragranular, granular, and infragranular...
layers, respectively. For ease of comparison, current sinks are plotted as positive deflections and current sources as negative deflections. Matching the overall profile of the stimulus-evoked CSD discussed above, the granular and supragranular layers (Fig. 7A, top and middle) exhibited a net current sink, whereas the infragranular layers showed a net current source (bottom). The initial stimulus presentation of each sequence evoked a larger CSD response than all ensuing repetitions, suggesting decreased synaptic activation to repeated stimuli. Interestingly, this relative difference in response magnitude was most pronounced in the supragranular layers, suggesting that the largest adaptation of the synaptic response occurred after the feedforward, retinogeniculate activation of layer 4C. The response in the infragranular layers is of diminished interpretative value because it is dominated by return currents that are passive in nature.

Another interesting aspect of the CSD adaptation shown in Fig. 7 is the temporal variance between laminar compartments. To further investigate these temporal differences, we subtracted the layer-specific CSD response for the fourth stimulus presentation from that of the initial stimulus presentations (Fig. 7B). As expected, this subtraction showed that the largest difference in net depolarization was located in the supragranular layers. Interestingly, the temporal dynamics of this CSD adaptation is initially identical for the granular and supragranular layers, suggesting that there is a certain diminishment in the initial (granular) synaptic activation during stimulus repetitions that gets further amplified in the supragranular layers. It is noteworthy that feedback projections to the extragranular layers, even those targeting local interneurons, are excitatory and thus associated with increased synaptic activity rather than decreased net depolarization.

We next compared the laminar evolution of spiking responses to the laminar evolution of CSD (Fig. 8). Inspection of the full response sequence reveals that both the overall spiking (Fig. 8A) and overall CSD responses (Fig. 8B) are largest for the initial stimulus presentation and smaller for all stimulus repetitions. Interestingly, the smallest CSD response occurred for the second stimulus, which is coincident with the biggest differential in spiking (Fig. 2). However, in contrast to the spiking response, the CSD magnitude increased again slightly for ensuing repetitions (while staying below the initial response). This difference between the temporal evolution of laminar CSD and laminar spiking seems to suggest some form of divergence, or uncoupling, between local synaptic activation and generated spiking. However, it is important to keep in mind that CSD is a complex population signal that needs to be interpreted with care (see also Gratry et al. 2017; Halnes et al. 2017).

Contrasting the change in population spiking (Fig. 8C) and CSD (Fig. 8D) between the initial stimulus and a repeated stimulus revealed another interesting pattern. Most neurons exhibiting an early onset of adaptation were located within the
granular layers, although individual neurons showed variable degrees of adaptation across layers (Fig. 8C). In contrast, both the earliest and largest CSD adaptations were localized in the supragranular layers (Fig. 8D). This laminar differential in current flow suggests that the majority of the adaptation-related decrease in synaptic drive occurs outside V1’s primary input layer. Indeed, the reduction of CSD magnitude in granular layer 4C did not reach significance until after significant supragranular adaptation (see Fig. 8D).

Quantitative differentiation of these laminar temporal dynamics was achieved by calculating the relative adaptation onset times (or “latencies”) for both the population spiking and localized current sinks (Fig. 9). In line with the causal relationship between synaptic depolarization and spiking activity, we found that the onset latency of current sinks (SiCSD) generally preceded that of spiking activity (Fig. 9A). Note that the infragranular layers were dominated by a passive current source, which precludes them from this analysis. This comparison confirmed that the granular layers generally exhibit a current sink ahead of the supragranular layers, which is explained by the fact that the granular layers receive the bulk of V1 inputs (Douglas and Martin 1991).

We were especially curious about comparing the onset of adaptation-related differences in CSD and spiking across layers (Fig. 9B). Because the granular layers receive the vast majority of sensory inputs whereas extragranular layers are dominated by cortico-cortical projections, any differences in the temporal onset of adaptation between these compartments could be indicative of thalamocortical or intracortical processes, respectively. We found that visually evoked current sinks in the supragranular layers showed the first significant reduction during stimulus repetition. This supragranular reduction in net depolarization was followed by reduced spiking. Reduction of net depolarization in the granular layers occurred only after both the current sink in the upper layers and spiking throughout the whole cortical column showed significant adaptation (Fig. 9B). These findings, taken together, suggest that the majority of repetition-related reductions in synaptic drive cannot be explained by reduced sensory input to V1 alone. Instead, the bulk of repetition suppression in V1 arises from reduced intracortical signaling during interlaminar propagation of sensory activation.

**Interocular transfer of response suppression.** Because the CSD analyses described above implicated an intracortical origin of V1 repetition suppression, we performed another analysis to confirm the result. To do so, we alternated repeated stimulation between the two eyes. This paradigm is revealing because the two retinæ receive no feedback from their projection targets in the primary visual pathway (Ortiz et al. 2017). At the next step of visual processing, the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), almost all neurons respond to one eye only (Zeater et al. 2015). Hence, sensory signals from the two eyes remain largely segregated before they arrive in V1. We thus reasoned that finding a similar pattern of repetition suppression following interocular stimulus alternation would provide further evidence of an exclusively intracortical origin. In the same vein, if repetition-related response reductions were mostly due to sensory adaptation at earlier (i.e., monocular) stages of visual processing, V1 repetition suppression should be significantly reduced when stimulation alternated between the two eyes.

To perform this analysis, we divided our sample into units that were strongly biased toward one eye (monocular neurons) and units that responded to both eyes similarly (binocular neurons) (see Materials and Methods). The majority of monocular neurons were located in the granular layers (20/37 single
Supragranular; purple, granular), and lines denote spiking (solid) or SiCSD (dashed). Red drop lines show when the difference between conditions becomes significant through a t-test at each data point with a P-value <0.001 for more than 10 consecutive samples. Supragranular SiCSD differences precede spiking differences in both laminar compartments, and granular SiCSD does not become significantly different until after spiking has already been suppressed.

The reduced spike rates to repeated visual presentations of anesthetic cats (Albrecht et al. 1984; Movshon and Lennie 1979; Summerfield et al. 2008), rodents (King et al. 2016), and monkeys (Hansen and Dragoi 2011). However, this study is the first to our knowledge demonstrating that stimulus repetition modulates the sequential pattern of synaptic activation along the canonical cortical microcircuit (Douglas and Martin, 1991), suggesting that adaptation predominantly affects intracortical processing of sensory signals. This notion was further supported by our finding that V1 repetition suppression survives stimulus manipulations that reduce adaptation in the sensory periphery.

**Putative mechanisms.** The most striking response difference caused by stimulus repetition was a diminished current sink in the supragranular layers (Fig. 12). Whether the origin of this reduced synaptic response originates in V1 or is fed back from downstream stages of the visuocortical hierarchy cannot be determined from the laminar pattern of CSD alone. It is also conceivable that the visual pulvinar, which projects to V1’s uppermost layer (Benevento and Rezak 1976; Kaas and Lyon 2007; Ogren and Hendrickson 1977; Rezak and Benevento 1979), supports adaptive processing; however, we are not aware of any neurophysiological studies demonstrating visual adaptation in the pulvinar. Single-unit recordings in the pulvinar are needed to shed light on this possibility.

Previous studies found that repetitive stimulation of the same retina evokes reduced visual responses (Baccus and Meister 2002; Berry et al. 1999; Victor 1987). Yet, the repetition-related difference in initial synaptic activation in granular layer 4C was too small to reach significance in our sample. Therefore, the cortico-cortical reduction observed either occurs independently of, or strongly amplifies, any such small decrement in initial sensory activation. This interpretation is consistent with earlier work in anesthetized macaques and rodents, showing weaker visual adaptation in LGN compared with V1 (King et al. 2016; Kohn 2007). Anatomically, it is also possible...
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that LGN neurons inherit some aspects of repetition suppression via corticofugal feedback from V1. However, optogenetic inactivation of rodent V1 does not abolish sensory adaptation in the LGN (King et al. 2016).

Temporal evolution of laminar activation. One of the most compelling findings of this study stems from the direct comparison of the temporal evolution of repetition-related differences in current sinks and population spiking within the cortical column. This analytic approach gains explanatory strength when it is applied to the granular and extragranular laminar compartments because these layers are predominantly associated with bottom-up/feedforward and top-down/feedback processing, respectively.

Our finding that the initial repetition-induced reduction in activity occurs in the uppermost layers of cortex is in line with the notion of a predominantly cortical origin of visual adaptation. It is possible, however, that the underlying process is more complex, because spiking responses in the granular layers were the first to be significantly reduced on stimulus repetition. One possible explanation for this peculiar laminar pattern of activation might be that it is mostly caused by granular neurons whose dendrites span into the supragranular layers. Another possibility is that repeated stimulation disproportionately affects koniocellular neurons of the LGN, which provide inputs to the supragranular layers of V1 (Casagrande 1994; Cheong et al. 2011), thus causing decreased supragranular synaptic activity that precedes granular spiking. However, close inspection of the data reveals that there are repetition-induced reductions in both granular currents as well as supragranular spiking preceding the significant reduction in supragranular currents that are trending toward significance. It thus seems most parsimonious to assume that the initial thalamo-
cortical volley of activation is reduced when stimuli repeat, and intracortical adaptation effectively results in an amplification of these subtle sensory changes.

Suppression without increased inhibition. Another important conclusion derived from our study is that repetition suppression in V1 does not seem to be solely caused by active inhibition via increased feedback from higher level areas. Cortico-cortical long-range projections are mostly excitatory. The local effect of their activation thus should increase net depolarization. In other words, heightened feedback increases synaptic activation, resulting in a larger CSD response in the extragranular layers (see Cox et al. 2019; Spaak et al. 2012; van Kerkoerle et al. 2014, 2017). It is conceivable that the excitatory postsynaptic potentials evoked by excitatory cortical feedback and the inhibitory postsynaptic potentials evoked by subsequent interneuron activation cancel their respective electric fields in the extracellular medium. In this case, the result should cause little to no difference in evoked current sinks. Thus none of these processes sufficiently seems to explain the pronounced reduction in net depolarization in supragranular layers. The most parsimonious explanation for our finding therefore seems to be that there is reduced overall synaptic excitation in V1 when visual stimuli repeat. Having stated this, it should be noted that CSD alone cannot provide conclusive evidence regarding the precise synaptic mechanisms under-

Fig. 10. A: ocularity across laminar compartments (denoted at left), shown as violin plots as a function of presentation number (P1–P5; bottom) (n = no. of units). B: visualization of the conditions of interest for the ocularity analyses. The initial stimulus was presented to the same eye (top) or the other eye (Diff; middle) from the repeating stimulus. Binocular units responded to both eyes similarly (bottom). Arrow at middle depicts the order of sequence (see MATERIALS AND METHODS for timing information and further details).

Fig. 11. V1 repetition suppression in response to stimulating opposite eyes for binocular and monocular V1 neurons. Data represent the smoothed, median normalized response of all units that fall in each respective category (n = no. of units). Black lines denote the response to initial presentation (P1). In the case of monocular units, initial presentations were restricted to the dominant eye. Teal lines depict the response to the second presentation if the initial presentation was in the other eye (P2-Diff). *P < 0.05, time points (represented by striped horizontal bars) that were significant (paired-samples t-tests).
lying repetition suppression because it represents a spatially summed population signal.

**Relationship to repetition suppression in extrastriate cortex.**

The phenomenon described in this article both resembles as well as differs from reports of repetition suppression in inferotemporal (IT) cortex, where the phenomenon was originally described (McMahon and Olson 2007; Miller et al. 1991, 1993; Miller and Desimone 1994). Both IT as well as V1 responses exhibit the greatest suppressive effect following the initial stimulus. However, IT neurons continue to adapt (i.e., further diminish their responses) with repeated presentations, whereas V1 neurons seem to maintain a more or less stable diminished response following the third stimulus repetition. Stimulus differences and other paradigmatic differences make it difficult to directly compare results obtained in these visual areas. Notably, we did not directly test adaptation relative to repeating identical stimuli as has been done in most examinations of IT cortex (but see Liu et al. 2009). However, the fact that a similar adaptive process is seen at both the initial cortical stage of visual processing as well as near the apex of the visual cortical hierarchy raises the question of how far areas that fall in the visual processing as well as near the apex of the visual cortical hierarchy raise the question of how far areas that fall in between exhibit a similar profile of repetition suppression (see also Brunet et al. 2014; Patterson et al. 2014).

**Potential role of expectation.** Repetition suppression has been linked to predictive coding and expectation more generally (Aukstulewicz and Friston 2016; Summerfield et al. 2008). In this framework, repeated spiking responses to repeated stimuli are due to the reduction of a prediction error signal when probabilistic expectations about stimulus reoccurrence are met. We have not directly tested this hypothesis. One approach to test this hypothesis would be to alter the statistical distributions of stimulus occurrence. Single-neuron recordings in IT using such manipulations did not yield conclusive results (Bell et al. 2016; Kovács and Vogels 2014). We would expect our paradigm to evoke a certain prediction error given that at least one stimulus feature (orientation or ocularity) was randomly varied between presentation. This having been stated, it is noteworthy that our data seem compatible with a recently proposed model of predictive coding utilizing V1’s columnar microcircuit (Bastos et al. 2012) in that we observed reduced synaptic activation in V1’s feedback-recipient layers for repeated stimuli.

Note that we deliberately limited our study to the effects of stimulus repetition on sensory cortical activation. Previous studies have shown that spontaneous activity (i.e., ongoing spiking in between stimulus presentations) in sensory areas can be affected by stimulus history, as well (Bisley and Pasternak 2000; van Kerkoerle et al. 2017). Visual inspection of both the population spiking and LFP responses from our paradigm suggests that spontaneous activity during the ISIs was modulated by the task, as well. This finding may be related to neuronal entrainment (Lakatos et al. 2008; Morillon et al. 2016; Schroeder and Lakatos 2009) to rhythmic stimulation, which we intend to investigate in a separate study.

**Possible role of attention.** It is possible that the initial visual stimulation of each sequence draws stimulus-driven, exogenous attention toward the stimulus location, as reflected by increased neuronal firing. With subsequent stimuli, focused attention might fade or even be inhibited (i.e., by inhibition of return). As a result, neuronal responses would be expected to decline. We cannot entirely rule out this hypothesis because we did not control the animal’s state of attention. However, behavioral performance generally increases with stimulus repetition, which goes counter to the assumption of a fading attentional focus (Tulving and Schacter 1990). It thus seems likely that attention does not play a significant role in repetition suppression and the associated effects we observed. This observation raises the interesting question whether and how visual selective attention and visual adaptation might interact on the laminar level in V1.
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